In small groups (using RGG 😊), discuss and take notes on the following (choose a “recorder” to write group members’ names & group analysis): NOTE – leave spaces between each section.

- **Diction** (e.g. connotations, denotations, what do you notice regarding word choice?, etc. See Diction Vocabulary under Summer Work on website)
- **Voice and its effect** (drops in language register – why?)
- **Syntax** (look at sentence length – telegraphic (less than 5 words), short, medium, long; beginnings (loose vs. periodic – see side board); arrangement of ideas, & sentence types).
- **Identify claim and evidence**
- **Analyze using the Rhetorical Square (SASP)**
- **Analyze using one of the Literary Lenses** (& briefly discuss why you chose this lens)